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Introductions

• Michael Daly
– Organized 2008 Triangle Game Jam

• Michael Lee
– Organized 2009 Triangle Global Game Jam
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-Discuss qualifications brieflyI’m Michael Lee. I was the lead organizer for the 2009 Global Game Jam’s Triangle location.



What We’d Like to Cover

• What are game jams?

• The benefits of game jams for developers

• How to be successful in a game jam

• How to organize and run your own game jam

Presenter
Presentation Notes
-Outline of the presentation, hit broad points quickly



WHAT ARE GAME JAMS?

Image from SCAD Game Jam
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So, what are game jams exactly? Before we get into how you can benefit from game jams or how can participate or run your own, we should try to explain the basic definition of a game jam. We’ll also briefly cover the history of game jams in this section.



The Definition

• An event where:
– You make a game

– Within a certain amount of time

• That’s it!

Presenter
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So what’s the simplest way to define a game jam? Game jams basically are an event with two basic characteristics. First, in a game jam you’d like to make a game. And second, in a game jam you’re making this game within a certain amount of time usually something like one, two, or three days. That’s all there is to a game jam really.But beyond these two basic characteristics game jams are often quite different from one another. You can’t say all game jams are collaborative because there aren’t, some game jams are competitive jams. Nor can you say all game jams are team-based because some game jams focus on individuals developing by themselves.



A One Slide History

• The first
– Indie Game Jam

• Others followed quickly
– Lithuanian Game Jam
– Ad Lib Game Development Society (Dallas)
– Nordic Game Jam
– Toronto Game Jam
– Global Game Jam
– Etc.
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So this feels like a good place to get into the history of game jams. Game jams as we know them are actually a pretty recent phenomenon. The first “game jam” that we know of was the Indie Game Jam that was held in 2002.Basically, Chris Hecker of Maxis and Sean Barrett of Looking Glass were sitting around brainstorming different game ideas. One cool idea to them was doing a game where there were a lot of simple guys onscreen at the same time. After doing some tests and creating a basic engine they discovered they could do something like 100,000 guys on screen at once. With this basic tech they started talking to other developers and friends and found out that a lot of people had a lot of really neat game ideas. This became the theme for the first Indie Game Jam which was called the 0th Indie Game Jam.So in early 2002 over the span of 4 days with 14 people they developed 12 different games. These successful results were presented at the 2002 Experimental Gameplay Workshop at GDC and the concept of the game jam was off and running.Since the first success of the Indie Game Jam other game jams have sprouted around the world. The second game jam was the Lithuanian Game Jam which was held a few months after the very first Indie Game Jam. Other jams include the Ad Lib Game Development Society in Dallas popped up, the Nordic Game Jam which holds the record for the largest single game jam, the Toronto Game Jam, our very own Triangle Game Jam. And in 2009 you had game jams going global with the 1st annual Global Game Jam which coordinated 54 different locations across the world over 48 hours.



Firefighter

• Doug Church, Justin Hall, Chris Hecker
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So here’s one of the games developed during the very first Indie Game Jam.Firefighter was made by Doug Church, Chris Hecker, and Justin Hall. They took the theme of 100,000 guys onscreen and decided to make a game about fighting fires from above using a helicopter. So the basic controls which are a little wonky have you flying around this screen dousing out forest fires. And as you can see there are thousands of tree sprites on the screen at once, lots of tiny birds flocking around, sprites for the fire and smoke and water effects.With Firefighter, there’s not a whole lot more to the game than that. But it’s neat looking back at some of the first attempts at games made during game jams and how they’ve evolved since then.



Outside Influences

• Game jams inspired by similar events in other 
fields
– Poetry slams
– Musical jams
– Demo scene parties

• Other similar events
– Experimental Gameplay Project
– Ludum Dare
– FJORG!
– Even just rapid prototyping (hi Vince!)
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Game jams of course didn’t just come from nowhere. There’s a bit of history of these short creative sessions with from other forms of media. For example according to Chris Hecker, things like poetry slams and jamming from jazz musicians were part of the inspiration for the original Indie Game Jam. And the founders of the Lithuanian Game Jam have talked about how events like demo scene parties were important in inspiring both the event itself and the collaborative and experimental attitudes of the Lithuanian Game Jam.And there are events that are not quite game jams, but are similar in attitude or design. There’s the Experimental Gameplay Project where students created a new game every 7 days in a fashion akin to game jams. There’s Ludum Dare, which is an event where individuals compete within 48 hours to create a new game entirely from scratch. There’s FJORG, which is a jam of sorts for CG character animation held at SIGGRAPH. And there’s even just the concept and popularity of rapid prototyping  in general. Game jams don’t exist in a vacuum and events like these are often influenced or help influence jams everywhere.



All About the Differences

• Differences in motivation
– Indie Game Jam

– Toronto Game Jam

– Global Game Jam

• Differences in approach
– Indie Game Jam

– Ad Lib Game Development Society
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Game jams vary so much it more useful to point out the differences between different game jams and why these differences exist. These differences exist in both motivations for having a game jam in the first place and from those motivations the differences in organization of the event.One of the biggest reasons game jams don't all fit into the same mold is every game jam has their own goals and motivations behind their genesis. Some game jams explicitly try to push the boundaries of game design. The three Indie Game Jams are good examples of this with their unusual themes and focus on experimental gameplay.�Other game jams were created to help foster an active game development community in a area. One of the stated goals of the Toronto Game Jam is to help further the game development scene in the Toronto area.Finally, some game jams were created to work as learning experiences and introduce people to game development. The 2009 Global Game Jam is an example of this, organized by the IGDA Education SIG the Global Game Jam purposefully recruited students as game jam participants to introduce them to all facets of game development in rapid fashion.Another difference between game jams is how they are structured. The typical route is for participants to form small teams at the start of the game jam and each team build a single game through the game jam.But this isn't always true. For example, the Indie Game Jams have been less team-based and more collaborative jams so you often have individuals helping out on multiple projects within the game jam. Or you have things like the Ad Lib Game Development Society where they work to develop one single game as an entire group.



They Are What We Thought They Were

• An event to make games in a time‐constrained 
environment

• Every game jam is unique
– Differences driven by objectives and motivations

• Game jams are what you make of them!



THE BENEFITS OF GAME JAMS

Image from Dunedin, New Zealand Game Jam



You Have Fun

• It’s fun

• A chance to be creative

• Get inspired

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Maybe the primary motivation for participating in a Game Jam is to have fun - it's pretty easy because there is a lot of fun to be had.Part of the fun is coming up with ideas. It's a great chance to do something creative in a way that you might not get that often elsewhereIt will let you know if you like making games, or remind you why you like making games. Breaking out of the grind can really fire you up and keep you passionate about making games.



You Make A Game

• Duh!

• Increases chances of success

• You can share it

• Make games with freedom

• And much more!
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Having something interactive that you made is really gratifyingLots of people want to make their own games and there are a lot of ways to do it. However, this is kind of hard; most people give up before finishing. By following the Game Jam formula you increase your chance success - it's a proven method for getting things complete by controlling scope and getting help.Having a complete game means you have something to show friends/family/colleagues/enemies/whatevers Your game doesn't have to conform to common restrictions that make it publishable; no corporate pressure. Basically you can try out concepts that would have otherwise been impossible�A lot of published games were prototyped in a Game-Jam-like environment - World of Goo, Crayon Physics, Audiosurf. If you hit on a good idea, the Jam can proove that it works and you can follow up with it



Musical Dragon Twirler

• Brad Acree , Jonathan Fischoff, Bruce Shankle
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Here we have an example game Musical Dragon Twirler created by Jonathan Fischoff at the 2008 Triangle Game Jam.This game was developed with a very unique motivation - entertainment specifically derived from participants making fools of themselves. Inspired in part by watching people play the Wii. As you'll see in just a minute, I think he did a pretty good job of succeeding.�The objective of the game is to make the dragons twirl away by singing a silly song so that they don't eat you.The game does sound analysis of what's coming in the microphone and twirls the dragon faster the more random variation you give the pitch and rythm of your singing. �Mike and I will go ahead and demonstrate (play game)This game does a good job of highlighting a few of the benefits of Game JamsFirst of all, how else could you get this concept approved? Really? It represents a form of fun that doesn't really fit in with traditional game developmentAnother big benefit was that Jon was interested in learning about sound analysis, and this project was a great avenue to dig in and learn it while working towards a goal.



You Gain Experience Points

• New problems

• New roles and responsibilities

• Go through entire production cycle

• Learn new technology

• Make mistakes (cheaply)

Presenter
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Tons of interesting challenges in making games - with Jams, you can try taking on any of a wide variety of interesting problems you haven't tried before but might have been curious aboutWorking on a small team is different from working alone or on a big team - you have the opportunity to take on roles that you haven't tried before. For example, you could try being a producer or a designer, or managing a scheduleExperience planning, implementation, finalization, and presentation next to each other - gives a new perspective on the development processAlthough not always recommended, it can be a way to learn new technologies - The first TGJ had everyone using XNA for basically the first time.Its ok to make bad decisions when you a safe environment. Learn from your mistakes without serious consequences - the worst thing you can loose is a weekend



You Learn New Skills

• Decision‐making

• Time management

• Speed

• Adaptation

• Balance

• Discipline

Presenter
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Lots of tough decisions to make, get practices weighing the factors, making a call quickly, and learning and adapting quickly from mistakesSince time constraints are severe, you will learn to make more accurate predictions about how long things will take and you are more aware of how long things did take.� Learn to do things faster/cheaper/more efficient - you are forced to consider this for all your tasks and it's good practiceThings change quickly - learn to hit a moving target and adjust course quicklyGet a better intuitive understanding of striking a balance between speed and quality, risk and reward, over solving and undersolvingLearn to be pragmatic, asses your situation more accurately, follow through with your tasks



Pixelated Martini Roller

• Michael Noland, Vincent Scheib, Nolan Walker
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Pixelated Martini Roller by Michael Noland, Vincent Scheib, and Nolan Walker demonstrates a lot of the benefits of participating in a Game Jam.The creators really enjoyed making it, they have a working game that they can play and show off. The result is something to be proud of.(Start Playing) In this game, you play as a martini olive and try to roll and jump your way to the end of the level.In order to do this, you have to sit in a martini glass to fill up your drunk-o-meter which enables you to move a little faster and jump a little higher, but causes the screen to pixelate and slurs the sound.The game uses a unique image-based collision system that had to fit their time contrained content creation pipeline.They made a simplistic custom level editing tool made by a guy that doesn't normally work on tools.Since it's a functional game, the team had to implement a broad range of things - sound, full screen effects, input, UI. These things are all really common in game development, but people are so specialized that individuals may not get too much of a chance to get even a little experience with them.



Communication, Communication

• Meet new people

• Learn teamwork

• Get team experience

• Build a community

Presenter
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You are surrounded by passionate people with common interests. It's a great way to easily make new friends or industry contacts. Gives you a good sense of person's personality/capability. You learn a lot more about a person from working with them on an intense project than normal conversation.�You get better at coordinating, cooperating, planning as a groupYou get more exposure to dealing with groups of people and individualsThe associations between individuals that belong to larger organizations accumulates to build a local community. People know people who know people. Get a better sense of what's going on in the industry locally



PARTICIPATING IN GAME JAMS

Image from Erlangen Game Jam



First and Most Importantly

• Control scope!
– By far the most important thing

– Be realistic with time given

– Focus on bare essentials

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Controlling scope is so essential to a successful game jam it has to be the first thing mentioned at every opportunity.�One of the biggest limiting factors with game jams is time. There's simply not enough time with most game jams to complete large and ambitious projects. Game jams are instead much more suited towards smaller games that focus on a core mechanic or a single idea.So when people participate in a game jam, remember to focus on just the essentials for a game.



Getting Prepared

• Have tools and tech ready to go
– Also, don’t reinvent the wheel

• Know what you’re doing (sorta)
– Unless you don’t

• Take advantage of early access

Presenter
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One key part of having a successful game jam is not wasting time during the jam itself. So it's important to prepare beforehand so you don't waste precious time during the jam installing SDKs or tools to get to developing the game (avoid yak shaving).�When preparing for the game jam its important to remember not to reinvent the wheel. So if you can spend time before hand creating a framework to build the game into or finding 3rd party or open source libraries that would be useful for game development, make sure that's all ready to go before the jam.Typically one should go into a game jam knowing what tools and technology will be used. Under most circumstances it is highly recommended that participants use tools and technology they are familiar with. That way, when developing the game you don't need to pull double duty of trying to make a game and learn a technology at the same time.Of course, if one of the goals or objectives of the game jam is to use the time to learn a tool or technology, that's perfectly fine. But in general it is recommended to not be learning on the job within a game jam.Finally, depending on the game jam its useful to take advantage of any early access if given. For example, some game jams give out the theme ahead of time, which allows you to brainstorm game designs before the jam. Additionally, some game jams will allow early access to the venue which is good for setting up any equipment beforehand.



Planning and Project Management

• Have a plan!
– Or have a plan to have a plan
– Write things down

• Design should fit the team
• Tiers of development
• Schedule, schedule, schedule

– Fast start, early finish
– Avoid the creep!

• Have a producer

Presenter
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Before people get down to coding and creating art and content, an overlooked step for game jams is sufficient planning. Having a plan, schedule, and design document is a great way to ensure success.Having a complete game design before you start development solves a lot of issues that participants might not even be aware of. It's easy to run with a basic idea of a game, but by writing down a complete design the team gets to see what exactly needs to be accomplished in order to complete a game.Producer doesn't need to be a dedicated role. Rather, think of the idea of having a producer or a manager on your team.



SpaceFish

• Nick Darnell, Michael Noland
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SpaceFish was developed by Nick Darnell and Mike Noland for the 2009 Global Game Jam. It's an example of a game that's pretty playable and good, but could have been improved nicely with a little more time to polish and fix some bugs.In SpaceFish, you try to use gravity to grab the red and blue balls and throw them around the playfield. You are trying to avoid the black hole that moves around the map and feed it red balls while preventing it from eating blue balls.Additionally they didn't have a person on their team who could do art.(?)�When they started development of the game, they didn't have a clear direction with their game. They were also didn't lock down features early enough.  Both of these turned out to be problems that slowed down the development of the game.Right now the game has a lot of blue and red balls in the playfield. When they were developing the game, they only had a few balls which meant the game by everyone's consensus was too easy. But since they didn't have time to tweak and test the game at they end they could only guess what they thought was the right number of balls for the playfield. But there are too many balls which makes the game long and difficult to play.One of the bugs in the game is that when bodies are eaten, the physics object doesn't disappear. This means that there are invisible physics objects that can be collided with.Because they didn't have a clear game design, it took them a while to come up with the ideas for the game here. This meant that up until the deadline they were adding features and tweaking the game in significant ways. This meant at the end they didn't have time to polish and fix some bugs that are in the game.The end result is still a good playable game jam game. However, with a little better foresight with regards to planning they would have been able to fix the current problems.



Other Random Tips

• Save early, save often

• Be flexible

• Communicate with others

• Don’t burn yourself out

• Be willing to fail

• Have fun!

Presenter
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Save early and save often. With such little time any setback is a big one and avoiding unnecessary setbacks like losing data and progress by forgetting to save is a big one.When working with a team there are going to be design conflicts and disagreements about the game. Don't be dogmatic in development, by being flexible when it comes to conflicts you can get the team to work together smoothly and avoid wasting time on arguments that probably won't matter in the end.Communicating with your team about progress and development is



ORGANIZING YOUR OWN GAME 
JAM

Image from  Angouleme Game Jam

Presenter
Presentation Notes
So by now you should be super pumped up about joining a Game Jam and reaping all these benefits. However, what if you don't know of any that you can join? No invite?�That means it's time to organize your own. Depending on how ambitious you want the event to be, there can be a lot of scary things involved, but don't worry, we'll talk you through the whole process.



Things to Cover

• Venue
• Participants
• Themes and Rules
• Costs
• Setup
• Organization
• Flow
• Follow‐up

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Lots of info here, so I figure I'll give an outline so we don't get too lost. We'll cover* how to decide where and who* picking a good theme* being aware of costs and how to deal with them* preparation to be done before the event* how to prepare the participants* how the event itself will flow* how to follow through



Venue

• Don’t underestimate it!
– Affects cost, access, attendance, security, equipment, and 

schedule
• Possible venue locations:

– Game studios
– Academic institutions
– Meeting rooms (hotel/convention centers)
– House/garage/basement

• Go wide
– Make a list of questions (cost, attendance, etc.)
– Talk to studio heads, department heads, marketing, people with 

nice garages
– Use your connections

Presenter
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Depending on the event, venue might end up being one of the most diffficult parts to organize. It influences and is influenced by almost every other aspect of organization.Some venues have costs associated with them, you might have restricted hours, entrances, or people for building access, it will determine what the appropriate attendance range is, there may be security concerns that will have to be addressed by the organizer, the venue may or may not have any of the required equipment already.When thinking of a place to hold your jam, here are a couple of common posibilities to consider - some local game studios might have a large room that works, universities usually do, you can always book a hotel meeting room (for a cost, which we'll cover later), or if you don't feel like doing any work and are having a small event, you could always just get some people together at somebody's house.In order to go about finding a venue, don't put all your eggs in one basket - it can be difficult to secure a venue and without it the event can't happen.Start by coming up with a list of questions that address the above concerns (cost, access, security, etc) and send it out to the right people. The right people might be game studio heads, academic department (CSC, design) heads, conference space sales reps, or just people who personally own a nice spaceAs with a lot of things, this is helped greatly if you or your friends already have a connection with the venue provider - maybe you/they work at a game studio and can just ask their boss in person, etc.



Participants

• How many?
– Determine interest
– Tied closely to venue choice
– More people = harder to organize

• Who?
– Talk to local game studios
– Contact university departments
– Check out online communities
– Get your friends

• Examples
– Using a pre‐existing group
– Invitation‐only
– First come, first serve

Presenter
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Determining who and how many will attend the event can be tricky too, and it's done in a bunch of different ways at different jams.When determining how many people should come, you should start by getting some sense of how many people want to come. Have you talked about this already with others in your area and gotten a lot of positive repsonses? Maybe go ahead and poll for interest from game studios or academic institutions. Basically, don't go through the work of planning for a large crowd if you don't think you can or want to draw one.Keep in mind that the venue is going to place an upper limit on attendance so take that upper limit into account when inviting people - don't overfill. In some cases, venue might cause a minimum attendance - if you hold an event at a university, you may be obligated to allow a minimum amount of students to participateMore participants makes many areas of event organization harder - don't bite off more than you can chew. If it's your first time, start smallIf you are interested in getting people you don't already know to attend, consider getting in touch with studio heads or academic institutions and have them internally spread the word.  Of course a lot of times (especially with small events) it's just a matter of getting a group of friends togetherThe simplest way to determine who's coming is to ask a few freinds if they'd like to try it. This is an easy way to start a new small Jam.The next step up from that is to take an existing group of people and allow them (potentially limited number of) invites, this will grow the group.Finally, if you want to hold a larger event, you can open attendance to everyone, announce it through the proper channels, and use a simple mechanism (such as first come first served) to cap attendance.Another challenge you will find when determining who comes is finding the right balance of disciplines and experience. For example, if a group of programmer friends hold a small jam, they may not have any artists. You will get better games with more experienced people working, especially peopple with professional or game jam experience. If you are more interested in the learning benefits, maybe focus event on students, if you are more interested in results, focus on pros.



Themes and Rules

• Theme is optional
• Creative constraint
• Consider potential vs. difficulty
• Different themes

– 100,000 guys
– Cheese
– Mad‐libs
– Global Game Jam

• Licensing
– Open‐source? Public distribution?

Presenter
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Many Jams have pre-determined themes. Themes can be useful as a way to give people a little initial guidance and inspiration. The additional restriction of conforming to a theme can actually make people more creative with thier proposals. Keep in mind that using a theme, and even conforming to it is entirely optional.Not all themes are good. If you are going to use a theme, keep in mind a few things: you want to make it easy to understand, easy to conform to, encourage (rather than hinder) creativity�The theme from the original Indie Game Jam (in fact the event itself) came from a discussion about pushing graphics hardware - how many 'guys' could you draw, which spawned a slew of ideas about what to do with that many guys, which spawned, the Jam.The Toronto Game Jam went with the theme of "Cheese" last year - easy to conform to.  My personal favorite for themes was the one we used for the 2008 Triangle Game Jam. Each participant showed up with a list of 5 nouns, verbs, and adjectives and we had a program that generated game titles by randomly using one of each category. This gave every participant a chance to contribute to the theme, gave a large list of choices, the random factor kept things dynamic, and the results were hilarious. A few key samples -"Double Beer Blaster", "Insane Manatee Fighter", "Meaty Nun Flier"�The Global Game Jam used the theme "As long as we have each other, we'll never run out of problems". Personally, I think this theme ended up having some problems for our site - how do you connect a game design to that? Can you easily describe why or how your game represents that theme? How can you tell when it's working? By the end of the event, game designs all evolved away from it and the theme ended up being practically irrelevant.A lot of Game Jams choose to release the source of their games. A lot of game jams post the resulting games on the web. Whatever you do, make sure the participants clearly understand this ahead of time - if someone wants to try to get their game published, they may not want to have the source code or demo released. For the sake of clarity, you may want to do some research on common licenses so you can choose one that fits the event's intention.



Costs

• Potential costs
– Venue
– Food
– Equipment
– IT
– Lodging/transportation

• How to cover?
– Registration fee
– Sponsors (game studios, tech companies, universities, government)

• Game jam for free
– Venue and support from sponsors, help from volunteers

• Compensating sponsors
– IGDA meetings
– Positive media attention

Presenter
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Don't be caught off guard when costs pop up. Consider that these things might end up incurring costs: Venue, food, equipment, infrastructure, etc.There are a few ways of dealing with cost; you could determine what the final amount is and divide it among the participants, you could charge a flat fee and hope that covers the costs, you could try to find sponsors who are either willing to accept some costs, or provide some components at no cost, or you could make sure that everything is free.The list of potential sponsors is pretty much the same as the list of potential venues with the addition of larger, potentially non-local sponsors. For example, a company like Microsoft sponsored the Triangle Game Jam with some academic creator's club licenses (thanks MS!)In some cases, there may even be government incentives for hosting such an event. i have no idea about how to go about doing this - just get in touch with an official I guess. Although some venues cost money, some are volunteered - but may still require some form of compensation, usually in the form of positive exposure. Get volunteers to bring in equipment, have participants provide their own equipment, software, transportation, etc.When it comes to offering an incentive to potential sponsors, it helps for them to be associated with something that will get a lot of publicity - present the jam results to a local IGDA meeting where you thank the sponsor, put the sponsor's logo on your webpage, see if newspapers, news programs, websites want to cover the event, and mention it there.



Getting Setup

• Electrical concerns
– Load vs. capacity
– Access to circuit breaker

• Equipment
– Tables, chairs, whiteboards, extension cords, network cable, surge 

protectors, routers, etc.
• Facility/IT

– Network access
– Source control
– Tools and tech

• Setup/Breakdown
– Have things ready
– Schedule time on both ends
– Get help from others

Presenter
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Game development means computers and computers use electricity. While planning your event, consider how you can distribute the load so that you don't trip a circuit breaker. Ideally, you can get electrical plans to the venue so you can figure which outlets belong to unique circuits and distribute the load. Make sure you have access to the circuit breakers or have a fallback in the case where you do trip it - some venues might not allow you access to this during off hours and it's a good question to ask when searching for venues.You are going to need a decent amount of equipment - tables chairs, whiteboards (or a projector), extension cords, network cables, surge protectors or power strips, and routers. Figure out where you are going to get this stuff - it might be provided by the venue, participants might volunteer to provide some of it, and a lot of it can be rented at relatively low cost.Make sure everyone has network and internet access. We've found that it is extremely useful to set up a central, shared source control repository before the event starts. Have connection information and login information written on the whiteboard by the time people arrive and strongly encourage teams to make use of it.If you set up a source control repository, it is nice to prime it with a set of common tools - free paint programs, sfx & music programs, font converter, etc. In some cases, the games are built off of common tech, like a c++ engine, XNA, Unity, etc. Make sure this is available to people.Get a few volunteers who are willing to show up early and stay a little late to set up the equipment, test things, and take things down at the end. One hour on either end is most likely adequate. Try to have everything prepared before any participants arive - time is short so delays are costly. Ideally, things will already be set up the night before.



Getting Organized

• Make a website
– Reference information before the jam
– Post results afterwards

• Inform participants
– Venue access, contact info, what to bring, security policies, 
licensing, etc.

– Event flow and schedule
– Theme (if necessary)

• Self‐documentation
– Readme: contributors, description, instructions
– Take screenshots
– Final game build

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Here are some things you, as an organizer, should do to make it easy on yourself. If you know how (it's not hard) make a website for the game jam - you can post all the information participants need to know here for reference, it gives you a place to share the results of the event with the participants, and gives the participants an easy way to share what they did with the rest of the world.  Make sure your participants are clear on what they are getting into ahead of time: They know exactly where to to, how to get in, when it starts, how to contact the organizer with questions, what they need to bring, any security policies the venue requires, etcMake sure participants have an idea about how the event is going to work - we'll cover this next. Make sure they know what the theme is (or that the theme will be revealed on site) and any special rules or restrictions.Asking each team to do a little self documentation goes a very long way. It helps you as an organizer especially. Our recommendation is to ask each team to provide a readme file for their game, which includes things like who contributed, brief and extended descriptions, instructions for play, additional credits, etc. When it comes time to post things on the webpage, this is really useful. Ask teams to take screenshots throughout development. It takes very little time to do a screen grab, and it's often interesting to see what a game looked light throughout the process - it helps people remember the details of working on the project. In addition to in-development screenshots, take a few 'final' screenshots that you can use for the webpage.Once the games are complete, ask people to submit a built version of their game with any necessary dependencies. This gives everyone else access to each project without having to build it themselves.



A Flow for the Game Jam

• Have a MC
• Discuss theme as a group
• Thinking time
• Propose ideas
• Cull proposals
• Create teams from best ideas
• Review team balance
• Planning
• Milestone reminders
• Deadline
• Presentations

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Ok, up to this point you should have everything set up for the event, and a group of well-informed people are going to show up and start making games. But what do you do now that you have everyone together? How do you start?There is a lot of different ways to do this; instead of trying to cover all of them, I'm going to focus on the method that we've found works best at the Triangle Game Jams. Each of these steps is flexible, so this of this more as an example than a set of rules to follow.First, choose someone with good leadership/speaking skills to control the group. This is the person that gets everybody's attention when you are getting ready to start, and can moderate a group discussion. This means keeping things on topic. Once every body is set up and you have everyone's attention, you need to build a list of game concepts. in the case of mad libs this started with the generation of game titles followed by a little time for discussion. Once some participants have concepts in their mind, go around the room and give everyone the chance to pitch an idea (if they want). Do this quickly - there will probably be a lot of ideas. Keep descriptions short, and don't spend a lot of time group discussing each concept - maybe 2-3 minutes each. Write every proposed concept on the white board/projector.Once you've built a list of concepts and nobody has anything else to add, review each concept as a group, quickly discussing the pros and cons, followed by a quick vote of how many participants think that concept is a good idea. Record the votes. keep discussion to a few minutes per concept. After this pass, you should have a short list of concepts that got a lot of votes. Given your group size, try to figure out how many concepts can actually be handled. In our case, we had to narrow it down to 4 concepts for 12 people.Now that you know what concepts work, each participant individually chooses the concept they want to work on the most, which determines the initial teams.Once initial teams are determined, do a quick pass over each team to make sure it fits the concept and teams are balanced - you may need to ask if people want to move between teams or decide that the concept can't draw an appropriate team and will need to be canned.�Once teams are solid, ask each time to get together and start working out the details of their design. At this point, central guidance isn't needed - each team should be able to work autonomously. Throughout the event, it is useful for the organizer to give reminders to the whole group - the half way point, 2, 1, 0.5 hours left, deadline. Organize lunch (group decision making can be slooow)After things are submitted, the organizer should get working builds of everyone's results on one computer, then get everyone's attention, and allow each group to give a short presentation describing the game they made. 



Following Up

• Post games and results
– To your website

– Use local IGDA chapter

• Keep in touch with participants

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Even after everything has been taken down, there's still a little more work. Post people's games to the website - you should already have descriptions, screenshots, and built versions prepared from each group. Let the participants know that the results are posted and where. One thing that has been particularly useful for the Triangle Game Jam is presenting the results at the local IGDA meeting. Make sure to follow up with any sponsorship obligations.Keep the contact information for all the participants - it may come in handy later



References (History)

• Indie Game Jam history 
– Chris Hecker

– http://www.indiegamejam.com/igj0/#0th

• Firefighter
– http://www.indiegamejam.com/igj0/games.html#firefighter

• Lithuanian Game Jam history 
– Renaldas Zioma

– http://ltgamejam.org/

• Toronto Game Jam motivations
– Rob Segal



References (Benefits)

• Musical Dragon Twirler
– http://trianglegamejam.com/games.php#MusicalDragonTwirler

• Pixelated Martini Roller
– http://trianglegamejam.com/games.php#PixelatedMartiniRoller



References (Participation)

• SpaceFish
– http://globalgamejam.org/games/spacefish

• Tiers of Development
– Squirrel Eiserloh

– http://www.algds.org/#Advice



Useful Links

• Triangle Game Jam
– http://trianglegamejam.com/

• Global Game Jam
– http://globalgamejam.org/

• Ad Lib Game Development Society
– http://www.algds.org/

• Indie Game Jam
– http://www.indiegamejam.com/

• Nordic Game Jam
– http://www.nordicgamejam.org/

• Toronto Game Jam
– http://www.tojam.ca/



In No Particular Order

• Thanks to
– Michael Lubker (Austin)
– Mike Reddy (Newport, South Wales, UK)
– Susan Gold (Global Game Jam)
– Elif Bugdaycioglu (Ankara, Turkey)
– Ian Schreiber (Global Game Jam)
– Squirrel Eiserloh (Ad Lib Game Development Society, Dallas)
– Ciro Duran (Caracas, Venezuela)
– Rich Elswick (Detroit)
– Veronica Zammitto (Vancouver, BC, Canada)
– Foaad (Santa Cruz)
– Jose Zagal (Chicago)
– Philip Tan (Singapore)
– Chris Hecker (Indie Game Jam)
– Renaldas Zioma (Lithuanian Game Jam)
– Rob Segal (Toronto Game Jam)

• Apologies to anyone we forgot



THANKS FOR LISTENING!

Questions?

Slides and notes will be available online
Michael Daly – duelingmonkeys.com
Michael Lee – gamedrinkcode.com
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